[The evaluation of strengthened psychological and behavioral intervention in smoking cessation clinics].
To evaluate the effect of psychological and behavioral intervention combined with varenicline smoking cessation clinics and to analyze predictors of successful quitting. Subjects were collected from quitters who went to receive consultation and intervention in "smoking and related diseases" clinic at Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University from March 2009 to September 2010. Eligible subjects were screened and divided into strengthen follow-up group and control group. The 4 weeks continuous abstinence rate from week 9 through week 12 were observed logistic regression model and used to analyze the predictors of successful quitting. Subjects who are addicted to nicotine received strengthening psychological and behavioral intervention combined with varenicline in smoking cessation clinics. The total continuous cessation rate during the 9(th) - 12(th) week was 52.3%, with 60.9% (28/46) and 46.2% (30/65) of strengthen follow-up group and control group respectively. The most frequent adverse effects were nausea 39.6% (44/111), insomnia and abnormal dreams 17.1% (19/111). Adverse effects were tolerable and withdraw symptoms were few. Preparation and medication time can be used as predictors of successful quitting. The quit rate of varenicline therapy combining with strengthen intervention is high and strengthening psychological and behavioral intervention could increase the success rate more obviously, which is a good choice for cessation therapy in smoking cessation clinics. Better preparation and regular adequate treatment can improve quit rate.